
Stayed Tuned.... and scroll down to see it all..... 

   

Due to technical difficulties we were not able to 
accept online DJ Applications from May 30th to July 
7th. If you submitted an application during this time 
please re-submit. Sorry for the inconvenience. Thank 

You.  

KSSU has a variety of departments that meets any 
interest. As a KSSU Team member you can ::: Have 

your own radio show ::: DJ at events ::: Be up to date on
the newest and hottest music in the world ::: Be a play 
by play sports broadcaster ::: Plan and run events ::: 

Learn about and make contacts in the music industry ::: 
Sell Underwriting Spots and gain experience with Cold 

Calls ::: Learn about audio production ::: Promote 
KSSU ::: And much more! 

KSSU is a free format radio station and we pride 
ourselves on the variety of shows we offer. Any musical 

interest you have will be accepted with open arms. 

The benefits to joining KSSU include ::: Experience you
can’t get anywhere else ::: Free Music ::: Free band 
merchandise ::: Free tickets to local shows ::: Being 

able to do interviews with bands ::: Meeting a diverse 
group of people ::: and much more! 

KSSU GIVE-a-WAYS....on air and on the town 

Special Thanks to MVD Music Video Distributors for the DVDs  

  

 

CHROME & HELIOS CREED - DUAL FORCES: 
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The Rolling Stones - Under Review 1962-1966 is a 90 
minute film reviewing the music and career of one of 

rock music's true giants during their formative years. The 
Stones are unquestionably one of the most influential 

bands the world has ever known; this film acknowledges 
and reinforces this fact while revealing insight anecdote 
and opinion not previously considered. Features include 
rare musical performances, many never before available 
on DVD, obscure footage, rare interviews and private 

photographs of and with band members, live and studio 
recordings of Stones classics including, Satisfaction, The 

Last Time, Not Fade Away, Little Red Rooster, Come 
On, and many others.  

   

This DVD features 2 artists: Chrome and Helios Creed. 
It contains three classic Chrome videos produced 

between 1980 and 1983: "New Age", "Meet You in the 
Subway", and "Danger Zone". Also included is the never
released video for "Firebomb" and live footage from the 
1998 Chrome tour. The Helios Creed videos featured are 
"The Rant" and "Your Spaceman" originally produced 
for Amphetamine Reptile Records. There is also live 

footage from the Deep Blue Love Vacuum tour in 2006. 
As a bonus, the program "A Timeline" has been 

included. It spans thirty years, covering the discography 
and history of Chrome and Helios Creed.  

  

  

 

H2O - ONE LIFE, ONE CHANCE::: This DVD 
contains the complete live performance from H20's 

historic 10 year Anniversary show at NYC's Knitting 
Factory! Also included is the original longform home 

  

 

ANATHEMA - A MOMENT IN TIME ::: This DVD
features a fantastic performance at Metalmania Festival 
in March 2006. The band brilliantly perfoms their "The 

best of" setlist, as well as the Pink Floyd cover 
"Comfortably Numb". Also featured is a guest 
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